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Dear friends,
Hesperian has experienced exponential growth this year in the number of people 

accessing our health information. We have been amazed by the millions we have 
reached through a variety of traditional and digital paths—numbers we never 
imagined possible. 

Even before the year ended, we surpassed 200,000 downloads of our Spanish 
and English mobile app “Safe Pregnancy and Birth,” while international partners 
are engaged in adapting it in another 7 languages. People are visiting our website 
from 222 countries and territories (of a total of 254). They’re finding what they are 
looking for—from women’s health to first aid—and sharing it with others, then 
returning for more. After the United States, the largest numbers of people accessing 
hesperian.org are crossing the “digital divide” from Mexico and Brazil. We have free 
materials online in 31 languages, and now offer printed books in 12! In the coming 
year, we will further expand these distribution channels, launching new materials 
in even more languages. 

We have invested an enormous amount of work to ensure that Hesperian’s health 
information online and in print is always current and up-to-date. Then we work with 
our partners so that new information ripples out through dozens of languages and 
books. An almost invisible achievement this past year is developing and implementing 
systems to make that happen—with a staff size relatively unchanged from when we 
were working in only two languages and exclusively in print. 

This growth in numbers is exciting because it is measurable. More meaningful is the 
harder to measure accomplishment of helping so many more people address difficult, 
persistent health challenges. At a time when global political economies deny the right 
to health to millions and the inability of eroded systems to deliver care is clearer 
than ever, it’s gratifying to know that providing people with respectful, practical and 
trustworthy advice can strengthen their ability to collectively improve health for their 
families, their neighbors, their co-workers, and their communities. 

The oversized impact of Hesperian’s small staff is due to our hard work, the efforts 
of a growing cadre of volunteers, and deepening relationships with historical partners 
while extending our outreach to new ones.  We thank you for your support and ask you 
to join us in making it possible to reach even further—to achieve Health for All.

Sincerely,

Hesperian shares a core belief with public libraries: 
Information should be freely available to everyone. This 
makes collaboration between us a perfect match, leading 
to more and better health infor-
mation for patrons to explore, 
discuss and take home.

Thanks to support from the Bill 
and Melinda Gates Foundation, 
four libraries—in Villanueva 
and Marsella, Colombia, and 
two in Pietermaritzburg, South 
Africa—received on-site training 
from Hesperian staff in how to use 
our print books and HealthWiki 
as a community resource. As 
part of the training, each library 
has now set up—and regularly 
updates—webpages that alert 
users to local health-related news, events and activities 
and provide easy access to the HealthWiki.

These webpages also highlight the specific HealthWiki 
information most requested by their communities. In ad-
dition to improving access for local users, this process also 

helps Hesperian learn how to customize our HealthWiki 
for other libraries around the world. The number of 
people from Colombia and South Africa accessing the 

HealthWiki has increased signifi-
cantly as library users find health 
information online. 

Print books are another critical 
part of the picture. With sup-
port from the Branson Family 
Foundation, the African Library 
Project placed Hesperian books 
in 220 community libraries in 
Malawi, Sierra Leone and Ghana, 
in rural villages where access 
to health information is hard to 
come by (and reliable healthcare 
is even scarcer). The African 
Library Project also distributed 

Hesperian books in English and Chichewa to librarians 
from these countries who attended the annual ALP 
Library Summit. The librarians are excited to use the 
books in community and primary school libraries, and 
as science texts in classrooms.



Hesperian added 10 books to our HealthWiki this year:
• Where There Is No Dentist
•  Helping Children Who Are Deaf (English, Spanish, 

Vietnamese, Chinese)
• Helping Children Who Are Blind (English, Spanish)
• A Book for Midwives (English, Spanish)
•  A Health Handbook for Women with Disabilities 

(Spanish)
•  Plus new chapters from the NEW Where There Is No 

Doctor (English, Spanish, Portuguese, French, Swahili)

We are thrilled to make this lifesaving and health-
promoting information now even more widely available 
through our online HealthWiki.

We couldn’t do what we do without a group of devoted 
volunteers, 24 of whom contributed over 4,000 hours of 
their time this year. Our digital volunteer team includes 
proofreaders, coders, designers, image manipulators, 
translators, mobile programmers and various other detail-
oriented geniuses who tirelessly lend their skills and time 
to developing new digital presentations of Hesperian’s 
materials. They come to Hesperian via ads or through 
family, friends and fans. 

Those same volunteers helped us with the coding 
and programming work to make the HealthWiki mo-
bile friendly. Now people everywhere can also access 

this information using tablets, cell phones and other 
mobile devices.

In particular, we offer our deep thanks to:

There’s been a dramatic increase in the number of people 
using the Hesperian HealthWiki, our online home for 
free, web-based versions of Hesperian’s books. Visits have 
more than doubled, to more than 1.3 million during the 
past year.

While that’s exciting, we’re even more delighted to 
see that well over half those visitors now come from the 
global South, many of whom are accessing information 
that’s difficult or even dangerous to obtain in their home 
countries. 55% of HealthWiki visits now originate in Latin 

America, and large numbers also come from India, the 
Philippines and Saudi Arabia.

And here’s one more statistic that’s not only gratifying 
but amazing. A study by graduate students at New York 
University revealed that HealthWiki visitors shared 
what they found with an average of 21 other people! 
Multiplied by the number of visits, that means that 
almost 30 million people benefitted from information 
provided by the Hesperian HealthWiki last year.

Our library of searchable health information is ever-
growing, and new resources in English, Spanish and many 
other languages are constantly being added. The most 
frequently viewed topics are:

• nutrition
• stomach and intestinal pain
• medications
• water purification
• basic first aid
• safe pregnancy and birth
• safe abortion
• family planning
• sexual assault

This material is downloadable as PDFs for use offline 
as well. Now there are editions in 31 languages besides 
English and Spanish available for free download on 
Hesperian’s website!

Digital Formats Expand Access What’s New in the 
HealthWiki?

GReAteR Reach
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A completely revised edition of Where There Is No Doctor 
is well underway. Incorporating our 41 years of experi-
ence and dialog with partners all around the world, the 
new book will maintain the much-loved accessibility 
and promotion of self-reliance of earlier editions, but 
will focus more on the changing needs of an increasingly 
urban global population.

As we work on the new edition, we’ve been publishing 
completed chapters on our website in several languages. 

Among the new content released this year is a greatly 
expanded first aid chapter in Spanish, the product of 
extensive testing and review by our partners in Latin 
America, as well as up-to-date information on pain in 
the belly and gut, pre- and postnatal care, menstruation, 
nutrition and how to improve community health through 
water and sanitation projects. We’re also developing new 
content on diabetes, heart disease, cancer and family 
planning, specifically designed for community-based 
action in resource-poor settings.

Children growing up in places where HIV is endemic 
experience medical problems, trauma and loss of loved 
ones at a young age, whether or not they individu-
ally are infected with HIV. To serve their unique needs, 
Hesperian is hard at work on a new book, Helping Children 
Live with HIV. It’s designed to reduce parent-to-child HIV 
transmission, help children cope with death and grief, 
prevent sexual abuse and provide for the medical and 
nutritional needs of HIV-positive babies and children. 
Draft chapters of the book and specially designed single-
page topical handouts are now being field-tested in India, 
Kenya, Malawi, Mozambique, South Africa, Tanzania, 
Uganda, Zambia and Zimbabwe. We’re looking forward 
to feedback and suggestions from our partners on how to 
improve this much-needed resource.

Written to help women win better health, this companion 
to Where Women Have No Doctor uses a whole-commu-
nity approach. Its stories, games and activities engage 
people of all genders and ages and enable facilitators to 
mobilize around a range of contentious women’s health 
issues. When community organizers and health educa-
tors in 23 countries field-tested the book, 80% said it 
made them more confident discussing topics like sexual 
health, violence and gender roles. According to Planned 
Parenthood president Cecile Richards, “No other re-
source today provides such concrete tools to engage 
communities and empower women of all ages to build 
lasting change from the ground up.” Health Actions for 
Women will be released this winter.

This vital resource covers not only health hazards but also 
social problems like sexual harassment and low wages. Its 
innovative approach helps workers identify and prevent 
workplace hazards where there are few occupational health 
experts and poorly enforced labor laws, and also shows 
how to create long-term change by building factory safety 
committees, forming strategic alliances and better under-
standing international labor rights. With an emphasis on 
the garment, shoe and electronics industries, it includes 

easy-to-use chemical identification charts and discus-
sions of the uses and limitations of protective equipment.  
A Worker’s Guide to Health and Safety will be out this winter.

We produced new material on treating cervical pre-cancer 
with cryotherapy. This is a game-changer, particularly in 
poor communities, and our step-by-step description of 
how to do it breaks ground for clarity and accessibility. 
We’ve posted it online, made it available as a PDF and are 
adding it to the upcoming English, Spanish and French 
editions of A Book for Midwives. 

NEW Where There Is No Doctor

A Workers’ Guide to Health  
and Safety

Health Actions for Women

Treating Cervical Cancer 

Helping Children Live with HIV 

people-centeReD heAlth
New Resources to Address New Challenges Coming Soon!

© 2013 Valerie caldas/ Johns hopkins university center for communication 
programs, courtesy of photoshare



BooKS WIthout BoRDeRS
Reliable, easy to understand health information in over 
80 languages is what makes Hesperian unique. New 
translations completed and launched this year include A 
Book for Midwives in Nepalese, and editions of A Health 
Handbook for Women with Disabilities in Armenian and 
in Braille. And we’ve helped partners initiate editions of 
Disabled Village Children in Vietnamese, Helping Children 
Who Are Blind in Braille and Where There Is No Doctor 
in the languages Haligaynon (Philippines) and Bisaya 
(Malaysia). Hesperian staff and volunteers supported 
these groups and the 68 other organizations currently 
in the process of developing locally adapted editions of 
Hesperian’s books to use in their programs and with their 
communities. 

Hesperian has worked with our translation partners 
to make 12 titles in 10 languages available for distribu-
tion in the US. Diaspora communities and travelers 
can now get “print on demand” copies of these books. 
Since we released our first print-on-demand book—the 
Haitian Creole edition of W here Women Have No 
Doctor—in March of 2013, we’ve brought out 8 more: 
Chinese and Russian editions of A Community Guide 
to Environmental Health, Burmese and Lao editions 
of Where Women Have No Doctor, an Urdu edition of 
A Book for Midwives, and Nepalese editions of A Book 
for Midwives,  A Health Handbook for Women With 
Disabilities and Where Women Have No Doctor. Several 
French editions are now being completed.

With support from our generous donors, Hesperian’s Gratis 
Book Fund enabled us to reach even more people this past 
year. We distributed 2,084 free books and pamphlets — 
each one a priceless and permanent benefit to a teacher, 
health worker or community leader struggling to bring 
simple, basic health care to his or her community. 

Each letter and email we receive requesting free 
books is read and answered by our steadfast Gratis Book 

volunteers, Lee Gallery and Susan Heller. They must 
make painful choices based on where books will benefit 
the most people. Each book we can send is then prepared 
and shipped by our dedicated book-packing volunteers 
Stan Sprague, Judy Tart, Cecille Garcia, Calvin Chiu and 
Benji Dossetter. 

As a community health worker in Ghana reports: “The 
books are doing marvelous things, especially for the youth. 
In the evenings when everyone has finished working, we 
gather under a tree and I read and explain some of the con-
tent to them, topics like family planning, eating healthily, 
AIDS… Thank you for thinking of us.”

More Resources in More Languages

Swahili, the national language of 4 countries, is spoken by over 140 
million people throughout Africa. And it’s now the most recent language 
launched online in hesperian’s digital commons. our tanzanian partner 
cohIBISA, a nonprofit based in Dar es Salaam, does fantastic work with 
youth in the districts of Rufiji and lindi on water, sanitation and hygiene, 
and other environmental issues. cohIBISA has already produced the 
Swahili edition of a community Guide to environmental health, and 
we are now collaborating on NeW Where There Is No Doctor chapters 
in Swahili to create a collection of sharable and adaptable resources for 
community health workers throughout the region. 

Community Health information in Swahili

hesperian continues to work with Returned peace corps 
Volunteers (RpcVs) to get more books in more languages to the 
volunteers’ host communities. Among the outstanding efforts 
of this most committed cadre of internationalists, the Dokotoro 
project of the friends of mali RpcV group is translating Where 
There Is No Doctor into Bambara, an edition eagerly awaited by 
community health groups in mali. the ethiopia-eritrea RpcVs have 
established a legacy fund to send health information, especially 
regarding hIV and AIDS, and copies of Where There Is No Doctor 
to ethiopia and eritrea. By helping to distribute and translate 
hesperian books, these two groups model how RpcVs can help 
hesperian information reach communities in need. 

Over 40 Years with  
Peace Corps Volunteers

Books Shipped  
Around the World

© 2005 Jade Juhl, courtesy of photoshare
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Individual Donors
★ =  Giving for a decade or 

more!

David Abello • Katie 
Abrams • Sarah Adams • 
Sally Aerts • nancy Aguilar • 
Karin Ahearn-Sweeney • 
David Albright • e. lynne 
Albright • cristina Aldridge • 
Jason Alexander • Jill 
Allison • thomas Almstrom • 
frank Altendorff • Ann and 
John Anderson★ • hilary 
and michael Anderson★ • 
christina Andrade • Steve 
and connirae Andreas • 
Anonymous • nilofer 
Ansari • t. Aranes • mary 
Araquistain • paul 
Armington • Stephen 
Arpadi • linda Artel and 
Bruce Berg • Ingrid Asmus • 
Sarah Bachman and Ray 
Wells • franklin Baer • Sarah 
Bailey • mary Baker • frank 
Baldwin • cynthia 
Ballard-Guminski • Dasarathi 
Baregala • nanette Barkey • 
David Barnhart • Vicky 
Barrette • mario Barrientos • 
Judy Barsalou and Ghassan 
nakad • neil Barton • John 
Batronis • Stephan 
Baumann • tim Beaty • 
laurie Beavers • emily and 
George Beck • carl and 
Jenny Becker • Britt 
Beeson • christine Beier and 
lev michael • John Bellows 
and paulina oliva • mary 
Bender and Stephen hoyt • 
Aaron Bender • talbert 
Bentley • William Berbon • 
Robert Berenson★ • Denise 

Bergez★ • frans Berkhout • 
chris Bertelson • William 
Bestor • Barbara Binder • Ian 
Binding • Joan Birch★ • B. 
Birky • michael Birnbach and 
pat Bagdon • nancy Bissell • 
Duana Blakey • mark 
Blandford • caroline Bliven • 
Robert Blumberg • marjorie 
Boetter • Diana Bohn • 
celine Boochever • claudia 
Booker • norman 
Bookstein • Anne Boyd 
Rabkin • mariet Braakman • 
Isabelle Brabant★ • James 
Bradley • Kathleen and John 
Braico • Stephanie Brandli • 
Gary Breaden • John 
Brenkle • William and 
maryan Brieger • laurence 
Brinich • Janice Brody • 
Garrett Brown • calla 
Brown • Steven and lilian 
Gonzales Brown • Susan 
Browne★ • Douglas and 
phyllis Brunson★ • Jayne 
Buchanan • Kay Bullitt • 
mike Bullock • Jenifer 
Burckett-picker • chris and 
Ginny Buresh • matthew 
Burk • Bill Burke • margaret 
Burns • pauline Butcher★ • 
mark Butler and meg 
Simonds • Jerry and Barbara 
Buttrey★ • Sarah Buttrey★ • 
Steve caddle • Steve and 
Beth cagan★ • cynthia 
campbell • lucy candib★ • 
charlene canger • Andrea 
capachietti • linnea 
capps★ • Robert caputo • 
Jose perez carbonero • tara 
cardinal • Shanna carlan • 
Vivian carlson • cynthia 
carmichael★ • Janet carr • 

Jim and Dana Dee 
carragher • Ronald case • 
Ricky cash • Kristen 
cashmore★ • morry cater • 
michele cathey-hamley • 
Roderick chamberlain • Wai 
Shing chan • Kit Shan 
chan • paulette 
chaponniere • Wenmarita 
cheltenham • Ralph 
chen-Green • Victoria 
chetty • haideh and Jeffrey 
chew • michelle and Dennis 
chick • Amy choate • Kari 
christensen • Karen chung • 
Domenick cirulli★ • Davida 
coady★ • Brandon coale • 
micha cochrane • Jonathan 
cohen and Rebecca 
lasky★ • carol colfer • 
edwin colflesh • Sherron 
collins • tuyet cong-ton-
nu • margie cook • frances 
corazza • Deogracia 
cornelio • maria cornelius • 
marc corren • Joan 
costello • Genevieve 
costello • matthew coury • 
Jean and Roger cox • Joan 
cox • ellen craig • Jan-marie 
crenshaw • Stephen 
cullenberg★ • caroline 
cullinan • Dean cycon • 
Robin Daley and William 
Kaiser★ • margaret Daly 
masternak★ • lydia 
Dambekalns • Katherine 
Damon • Amelia Dang • 
William and Susan Daniell • 
philip Darney and uta 
landy★ • William and 
Joanne Davis★ • James 
Davis • martin Davis • tessa 
Davis • Susan Davis • Vivien 
and theta Davis tsu★ • 

frank De leeuw★ • nigel 
Deacon • Beth Defrance • 
liz Delaney • margaret 
Denison • marie Dennis • 
Kathy DeRiemer★ • Daryl 
Dichek and Ken Smith★ • 
mary and l. Robert 
Dodge★ • John Dodson • 
Douglas and patricia 
Donaldson • harriet and 
Gregory Donati • Robert 
Downie • Beth Doyle • 
Sheila Doyle Kiernan★ • 
nancy Drooker and Alix 
Sabin • patricia Ducharme • 
Kate and michael Duffield • 
Dick and faith Duhring★ • 
frances Dupont • Vance 
Dykstra • p. William 
Dysinger • linda and Jay 
eastman★ • heidi and Roy 
eastman★ • ellen 
edmands • tom emerson • 
Ava and ted emerson • 
Kirsten emmott★ • Ruth 
endicott freeman★ • 
nathan englehardt • Kristina 
engstrom★ • laura and Jean 
enriquez★ • pamela 
erickson • charity erickson • 
carolee eslinger • Jessica 
evert • Kit everts★ • Robert 
everts and Deb Biba★ • 
Karine falardeau • michelle 
fanucchi • laDona 
farinacci • Anita feder-
chernila★ • Katherine 
feltes • pauline fenty • Sally 
fessler • Joe fields-
Johnson • Stacia fine • John 
finkner • first 
congregational church of 
Stockbridge mission and 
Action Board • Benjamin 
fitt • David fleishhacker★ • 

James fleming • fergal 
fleming • Amy fletcher • 
Gustavo flores • Ben 
flores • Deborah flynn • 
Scott follansbee • Beth 
foote★ • margaia and James 
forcier-call • tom and 
florrie forrest★,helen fox 
and James Koopman • 
Angela francis • Donna 
franey • Ruth frankel • marc 
franklin★ • David 
freedman • h. Susan 
freireich★ • edith 
friedman • martin 
friedman • Anita Gaehler • 
Sally and Richard Gaines★ • 
lee Gallery★ • Juan Garay • 
clara Garcia • cathleen 
Garman • catherine 
Gaucher • Jonathan 
Gavenas • Dane Gay • 
megan Gaydos  • Donnell 
Geib • Shanna George • Julia 
George • Barbara Gerner 
DeGarcia • Andrea 
Geyling★ • Richard Gibson • 
Jean Gillet • michael Ginther 
and James o’Donnell★ • 
lisa Goldstein★ • Joshua 
Goldstein and Betty 
Gurway • Anne Goldstein 
and philip tegeler • Suzan 
Goodman★ • Alice Gosak 
Gary • David Gossling • 
Robert Gramlich • thomas 
Grant • marian and Roger 
Gray★ • Daniel Gray • James 
Green • paul Green • pam 
Greenwood • James 
Grieco • Graylin Grissett • 
Sarah Grossman★ • Barry 
Grossman • Jane 
Grossman • Georgia 
Gulden • Karthikeyan 

Financial Activity 2013–2014 Hesperian’s 2013–2014 Donors
Hesperian is deeply grateful to the individual and organizational donors whose gifts supported 
our shared vision of health for all.

Total Income:  
$1,785,415

Total Expense:  
$1,826,508

Foundations: $1,144,377

Fundraising: $264,888

Administration: $136,161

Program Services: $1,425,459

Individuals: $336,929

Corporate matching: $1,895

Sales: $270,321

Other: $31,893

Hesperian closed fiscal year 2014 with healthy assets of 
$846,806. Individual donations, vital to our financial 
health, totaled $336,929 which signifies an increase of 
16% over the previous year. Corporations also contributed 
$1,895, as matching amounts to the generous gifts made 
by their employees. Foundation income increased by 41% 
to $1,144,377.

In addition, Hesperian received the valuable gift of 
9,325 volunteers hours from 171 volunteers working 
around the world as researchers and reviewers, book 
packers, field testers, translators, data analysts, and digital 
coders and programmers.

We thank you all — our donors, volunteers, book buyers 
and well-wishers — for your invaluable support.



fred and Sheila Rehbein • 
David Reidenbach • Stephen 
Reimann • mark Renfrew • 
paul Reynolds and lorraine 
Sylvester★ • George and 
frances Rhoads★ • Diana 
Richards • elizabeth Rielly • 
marjorie Rifkin • Stephen 
Rinsler • Kelli Roark • phyllis 
Robinson • monic Rochon 
Shaw • Gene Rodgers★ • 
Alma Susan Rodgers • Judi 
Rogers★ • Glenn Rogerson • 
margaret and Robert 
Rombach-Riggs • Rob 
Rosenfeld • naomi and 
michael Rosenfeld • Jane 
Rosenman • Anne 
Rosenzweig • nancy and 
charles Ross★ • harvey 
Ross • Saskia Rossi • martha 
Roth and William Irwin • Joel 
and cecilia Roth • Bruno and 
lynde Rouche • Armando 
Ruggeri • tony Russell • 
Andrea Ryan • maryann 
Sabetti-Gramajo • howard 
Sachs • David and Jean 
Sack • Susannah Sagan and 
Andrew Katz • Kiran Sagoo • 
Viveik Saigal • Sergio René 
Salgado★ • evan and 
carolyn Sanchez★ • carolyn 
Sanders • michael Santarelli 
and laura hall★ • Joseph 
Sarcone • Sarah Satterlee • 
linda Savard • Bob and Kay 
Schauer★ • Alfred Scherzer • 
John Schindler • michael 
Schmehl • hartley Schmidt • 
Donald Schmit • Sydney 
Schneider • Seth Schoen★ • 
Kurt Schueler • Stephen 
Schwander • peter 
Scolney★ • Robert and Ruth 
Sears • paul Sebby • 
Jacqueline and michael 
Sedgwick★ • evan Seevak 
and Sarah pearson • 
christine Segerhammar★ • 
maria Sentelik • Sue 
Severin★ • Steven Shapiro • 

Allison Shaw • Katha 
Sheehan • Dave Sheehan • 
David Shelley • Ruth 
Sherer★ • Joan Sherman • 
Amy Sherman and James 
page • harold Short • 
laurence and Suzanne 
Baker Shoup★ • patricia 
Shure★ • Brian Siakabeya • 
Roberta Siegel★ • taylor 
Simpson • Janey Skinner★ • 
Robert Slinn • Isia 
Sliwinska • Bill and Gloria 
Smith★ • Sharnel Smith • 
Jared Smith and Karen 
Daubert • theodore Smith • 
William Smith • Deborah 
Smith-Bernstein • elizabeth 
Snarr • patricia Snell • Jon 
Soeder • Rick Solomon and 
Steven Saylor • linda 
Spangler★ • Angela Sparks • 
leigh Speichinger★ • Kiriyo 
Spooner • Sally and James 
Spotts★ • Jill Stacey • Ken 
Stainsby • Jerry and Barbara 
Stancil • Jessica Standish • 
Glenda Stanislaw • Janet 
Stanley • Gwen Stanton • 
lesa Stark and Bill 
fitzgerald • Diane Staves★ • 
Kristen Steele • Diane and 
Joseph Stemach • Sabin and 
michelle Stevens • forrest 
Stevens • Sherry Stevens • 
Bonnie Stewart • luana 
Stiemke • Kristine Stoesz • 
Rosemary Strange • Betsy 
Strausberg • lucy Stroock • 
Dawn Stuemke • manuel 
Suarez • Debra Suchyta • 
James Sullivan • mary and 
peter Sundin • Ian 
Sutherland • Rebecca 
Sutton • Joann and Robert 
Swanson Basila • Sean 
Sweeney • Susan Sykes★ • 
Ardith talbott • therese and 
theodore tanalski★ • 
Geraldine taplin • DeDe 
taverner • Sarah taylor • 
Dean and marie tegeler • 

Rey and Susan tejada • 
helen templin • nisha 
thapa • lisa tharpe • Janet 
thibault • William 
thomas★ • marcie 
thomas • Alex thompson • 
margaret and David 
thouless★ • matthew tice • 
Kristin tillotson • Susanne 
tinley-peyton • Richard and 
marilyn tipping★ • Robert 
townrow • Becky troth and 
chris Wright • cindy 
tryniszewski • carol and 
Richard tubbs • Jennifer and 
David tucker★ • Janice 
tunder★ • Sherwood tung • 
laura turiano and michael 
terry • Stanhope turnbull • 
Brian turner • charikleia 
tzanakou • heidi unzicker • 
Javier urbano • Aniruddha 
Vaidya and neerja Bhatt★ • 
John Vail★ • louise Vaine • 
michael Vallo • Barbara 
Valuckas • Katie Van 
lennep • Jaap van 
Rijckevorsel • Steven Van 
Sandt • lois Van tol • Gus 
Vaninetti • may Vaughan★ • 
Jacqueline Ventura • mr. & 
mrs. Joseph p. Viviano on 
behalf of Stephanie m. 
Viviano • Arnold 
Volkenborn • ellen Vor der 
Bruegge★ • madeline 
Wake • John and margaret 
Wales★ • patricia Wallace • 
mary Wallace • Julie 
Walstra • Janet Wasylyshen-
Velasco • Wendy Watson • 
Vergil Weatherford • Audrey 
Webb • catherine and Don 
Weber★ • Debra and James 
Weber • Susan Weissert  • 
Robert Wells • Wade 
Wenger • emily West  • Janet 
Westbrook★ • David 
Weston • Diane Whitcomb • 
mary White • Robert 
Whitehead • Jessica 
Whitney • Stephen 

Wilkinson • martha Willi • 
margaret Willits • Amy 
Wilson★ • Kay Wilson★ • 
carolyn and mitch Wilson • 
Ruth Wingeier • Dan 
Winter • Jeff Wolinksy and 
theresa noe • Bill 
Woodward • Julie and fred 
Wright • Brian Wright • 
chantal Wullimann • lisa 
Yamauchi • Rosa Iselda 
Yanez neri • Bernadette 
Yarborough • Alice Yoo • 
Robert Young • Barbara 
Zalokar • eve Zaritsky • 
Andrea Zengion • David 
Zibell • Julian Zimmerle • 
Andy Zimmerman • Daniel 
Zirker

In-Kind Donors
edmunds St. John Wines • 
Grand Avenue thai 
cuisine • lagunitas Brewing 
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Hesperian’s mission is to publish and distribute books and educational materials that help the world’s 
poor take greater control over their health and their lives. Our publications have been translated into 
more than 80 languages, and are used in 222 countries and territories. A pioneer in community-based 
health education since the 1960s, Hesperian is world-renowned for writing and illustrating reliable health 
manuals that enable people with minimal formal education not only to diagnose, treat, and prevent most 
common health problems, but also organize to change the social causes of poor health.
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to Get InVolVeD WIth heSpeRIAn

DonAte 
Your gift will enable hesperian to write and 
distribute lifesaving health resources

BuY BooKS 
Add hesperian information to your own library 
and to those of your friends and family

VolunteeR 
help create and distribute hesperian’s life-
saving resources and work for health justice

ShARe heSpeRIAn
like hesperian on facebook and follow us on 
twitter to help share information

GIVe A GIft  
of heAlth
make a gift that will send a book to someone 
in the world who needs it but cannot afford to 
buy it

RpcV’S! 
Join other Returned Peace Corp Volunteers 
who are “friends of Where there Is no 
Doctor”on twitter to help share information
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health guides  

to find out more about participating in hesperian’s work:

hesperian.org/involved

Sherry nadworny  
510-845-1447 x219  
sherry@hesperian.org
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